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Glory, Glory, Hallelujah!
Praise Be To God Almighty!
There is New Hope in South Africa!
The United State of Good Hope has been declared in secession of ANC Communist controlled
South Africa. Brave, Brilliant, and Kind Hearted King Khoebaha Cornelius III has declared The
U.S.G.H free and independent; a refuge for not only his own people, one of only two indigenous
people of the Southern African region; they being his people, the Khoisan, and the Bushmen of the
Kalahari, but a free state for all people of good will; Black, Coloured, or White. King Cornelius III
has been appointed by God to lead this bright new Federal State. He is a man who speaks Truth.
A powerful, but gentle voice who wants nothing more than to forgive and forget the terrible past
and build a new nation under God for all people who want to live in peace and harmony and
realize that this is the very last opportunity to throw off the ANC terror and save the four million
White Boers who are slated to be annihilated come December of this year when the official policy
of the Communist Criminals; those Globalist led racists, the ANC goes into effect with the land theft
law they have enacted. Boers are tied to their land. Their land is everything to them. There will
come a terrible slaughter in South Africa. King Cornelius and the people of the free, United State
of Good Hope know this to be so and have sought a completely legal, legitimate secession which
must be recognized by every freedom loving soul on Planet Earth.
Since many people in the Culturally Marxified Moron Nations of the Western World Need to
be brought out of their Main Scream Media hypnosis it is imperative to those of you reading these
words, and who have tuned into the amazing interview Jeff Rense managed to conduct with His
Royal Majesty, the King of Good Hope, and two of his assistants, Karen Smith & Mel Ve, (Rense
Radio Network, 09-25-17), proclaim this Brave New Nation from the mountain tops. It is the last
hope for all the people of South Africa who will most certainly be hurt very badly and murdered
by a Black Communist horde who are NOT indigenous to South Africa, but are an invasion force
that drifted down from central and sub Saharan Africa. In fact, it took 150 years before Black
and White people stood face to face after the Dutch Boers began the development of the Great
Nations which South Africa and Rhodesia became. The first Black people whom the White people
met where the friendly and cooperative Khoisan. Alas, the Whites did not see them as human and
treated them terribly. The British called them, Hottentots. In spite of the persecution the
Khoisan and, indeed the Bushmen endured through the centuries up to present day, at the hands
of Whites, and other Black Tribalists of which the ANC is mostly composed, they want to give up
dwelling on those terrible times and move forward into a New World Paradise which the Nation of
Good Hope can surely become; given the abundant resources that are there. Indeed, there is
enough arable land to feed the entire planet!
Time is of the essence regarding the international recognition of this new state whose
beautiful flag depicts the Southern Cross on a Blue and Red field divided with a diagonal white line
crossing from top left to bottom right. If you go into Rense.com, you will see not only this lovely
flag, but you will see a photo of His Royal Majesty, King Cornelius III. When you hear him speak,
it will take you very little time to realize that this courageous man; this true leader is a Son of
God. He speaks with a wisdom that is immediately apparent. His heart is pure and his motives
are righteous. He and the people of Good Hope are the last bastions against a Red Fog that is
enveloping the planet. Without world wide support, the struggle will be harder for those incredible
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people at the bottom of the Dark Continent where now a brilliant sun is rising.
“I speak with Love because I have Peace in my Heart.” -King of Good Hope.
Those of you reading these words, who are aware of the plight of White South Africans in
particular having followed Jeff Rense over the last 15 years, who has been covering the growing
genocide there, and who has been stressing this issue more strongly lately with headlines
pertaining to cannibalism, mass murder, and mayhem being unleashed on the Boers. His recent
interview with Karel Forster and talks with His Majesty’s helpers, Mel & Karen, have made very
clear that the ramifications of this declaration of secession are very serious because now, not only
is the life of the King in danger, so are the lives of his brave assistants and all others who support
and work for the State of Good Hope. The ANC pirates are not going to take this lying down and
hence it is imperative that everyone with a heart and desire for Freedom must act now and
contact everyone to push politicians and journalists to support The Free State of Good Hope. This
is possibly our last stand against the Globalist Octopus.
There are still many holdouts in South Africa. Indeed there are White hold outs to this
new idea; this New Hope for South Africa. Those holdouts are the typical suspicious ones with
those tight lips and accusing manners who are like anchors with their petty jealousies and narrow
points of view. Ideas that suggest His Most Excellent Majesty, the King of Good Hope has some
sort of self aggrandizing motives; to enrich himself and create another oppressive circumstance
for Whites. Some coloured folks also think this way. And, many are afraid to let go of the
diamonds, emeralds, and gold. The King, in his interview with Jeff Rense yesterday evening,
reminded everyone that, ‘we can’t eat gold and diamonds. We don’t need it.’

‘Stand With Me and We Will Make a Better World.’
-King Cornelius III of The United State of Good Hope
‘We all want to be happy. We all want to be free.’ -Kingʼs Assistant, Mel Ve.
‘It’s the most brilliant solution to the problem in South Africa.’ -Jeff Rense

Now the terrible wait begins as we watch to see what the Criminals of the ANC plan to do.
I suspect there will come a bloody civil war. This is not anything the people of Good Hope want.
Their brilliant King wants this transition to be peaceful. Nobody wants war there. Hence, it is so
very important that the free nations of the planet unite to support this Last Stand for all people
who Love God and want to live in a Paradise where everyone is included who will play the game
and help build a nation which can be the new light to guide other nations to greatness once more.
When asked how King Cornelius of Good Hope sees himself in the role of King, he replied
that he is a facilitator to help bring about a state in which the people are self determining. He
does not see himself as some sort of sword wielding tyrant. No, King Cornelius III wants to be a
righteous ruler who loves his people and his land. He sees himself as a stewart who has a very
direct link with the Creator of us all; Our Father in Heaven. Hence, he wants the United State of
Good Hope to be a nation founded on Christian principles of Charity and Good Cheer.
‘The people will govern.’
-King Khoebaha Cornelius III of the United State of Good Hope
I CAN NOT STRESS HIGHLY ENOUGH HOW IMPORTANT IT IS FOR YOU, DEAR READER, TO TUNE INTO
THAT AWESOME INTERVIEW ON THE RENSE RADIO NETWORK. I also can not stress enough how you can
do yourself a favour and obtain a subscription to the Rense Radio Archives where there are literally 1000s of
hours of interviews with some of the most incredible minds on the planet. The subscription fee is well worth
the price. You can hear me talk with Jeff tonight on the Rense Radio Network at 8 pm Pacific time.
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